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LESSON 20. SARAH SURFS THE NET



Warm Up
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1. Which of these do you have?
2. Which ones do you use often?
3. What do you use these gadgets for?

Can you name the following pictures?



Introduction
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The Internet is:
network, or system, that 

connects millions 
of computers worldwide. 
It can be accessed through tablet 
computers and most cell phones 
and televisions.

Being Online means:
that you are connected to 

the internet.
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Vocabulary Build up

Complete the words using the words in the box.

world wide web offline email browser

tab MP3 surf chat

b__ __ __ __ __ r t__b s__ __f o__ __l__ __e

c__ __t w__ __d  w__ __e  w__b M__ __ e__ __ __l
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Reading Time
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When Sarah surfs the internet, she starts by checking her 
email. 
She answers all her messages from friends in great detail.

She plays a game, or maybe two, and watches a cartoon.
Then she chats with kids in places like Rwanda and Rangoon.
She reads about her favorite bands. She buys an MP3. 
She downloads movie trailers and she looks for stuff for free.

She reads about celebrities and dreams of wealth and fame.
Then she watches music videos and plays another game.
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Reading Check-up
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Match the things that Sarah does when she surfs the internet.

1. checks
2. plays
3. chats
4. downloads
5. watches
6. looks
7. buys
8. reads

a. game
b. email
c. music videos and cartoon
d. favorite band
e. stuff for free
f. MP3
g. with kids
h. movie trailers

SARAH

What about you?

Which among these activities do you do online?
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Grammar Bits
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Adverbs of Frequency

Look at Lisa’s answers in the Internet Quiz and complete the sentences

Internet Quiz

1. Do you use the internet for school work?

2. Do you use the internet for fun?

3. Do you play computer games?

4. Do you send emails to your friends?

5. Do you buy things on the internet?

6. Do your parents use the internet?

7. Do they send emails?

8. Does your teacher use the internet?

9. Do you listen to music on the internet?

10. Do you look at the news on the internet?

1. Lisa ______________ the internet for school 
work.

2. Lisa ______________ the internet for fun.
3. Lisa ______________ computer games.
4. Lisa ______________ emails to her friends.
5. Lisa ______________ things on the internet.
6. Lisa’s parents ______________ the internet.
7. Lisa’s parents ______________ emails.
8. Lisa’s teacher ______________ the internet.
9. Lisa ______________ to music on the internet.
10. Lisa ______________ the news on the internet.

sometimes uses



Activity 1
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Fill in boxes with the correct word from the box.

passwords phone virus kids messages
personal download information number pictures

Number 5: Tell an adult if you receive a mean or strange

There are 5 internet safety tips for 

Number 1: Don’t give out                                                    such as  home address, school name or                      

Number 2: Never send                          to strangers.

Number 3: Keep                          private, except from parents.

Number 4: Don’t                          anything without permission, it may contain a                          that can 

harm your computer.  
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Building Up
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Match the photos and phrases. Make sentences about them.

Jane: What is he doing online?
Melissa: He is studying English.

Ask Melissa!

Ask me 
anything!

Melissa

video calling

writing an email

downloading

Playing games

studying English

shopping

1. 2. 

3. 

5. 

4. 

6. 



Speaking Practice
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▪ Express Yourself
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1. How often do you go online?

2. Do you think the internet is useful?

3. What will happen if  you spend too much time 

online?

4. Do you have an email address?

5. Do you like watching videos online? What kind of  

videos do you watch?

6. What’s the difference between playing online 

games and offline games?

7. What are three really bad things about the 

internet?

8. Does the internet help you learn English?

9. What would happen if  there is no Internet in the 

world?



The End
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